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The study of tyres has always proved to be an exciting and complex challenge for the
engineering community, and there have been advancements that have been achieved by
various experts who chose to pursue research in this area. Since the inception of the tyre,
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developments in tyre design/construction, materials and dynamics have made it an
important part of the vehicle for the improvement of vehicle NVH, vehicle dynamics ride
and handling, as well as road-vehicle interaction. The push for increased fuel economy in
vehicles has generated engineering requirements that continue to push the envelope of
research for road-holding characteristics and NVH.
The complexity of tyres, when considered with all the different subsystems that have
to be integrated and optimised for cost, vehicle mobility, braking and tractive
performance, safety and reliability implications, opens up an entire world of possibilities
for advanced research and development. These possibilities create a wide range of
knowledge base and technical expertise, which utilises a vast array of technologies and
spans a multitude of areas of engineering and science with the goal of optimising the
performance and reliability of the tyre while keeping it a commercially viable product.
With the advent of increased computational power, the development of modelling and
simulation tools that have the capacity of leading design methodologies and
advancements by connecting experimentation with state-of-the-art equipment has become
commonplace.
Within this special issue, we hope that there will be more focus on generating articles
that showcase advanced developments in tyre modelling, analysis and dynamics.
Advances in computational methods offer excellent opportunities for cost reduction and
prediction of vehicle response over a much larger range of hypothetical scenarios than
can ever be examined through experimental testing. In addition, the development of
advanced testing methods that add more depth to the level of analysis on todays tyres
will greatly increase our understanding of the dynamics involved in tyres used on
vehicles today.
This special issue is intended to be a collection of research articles in various areas.
Some of the papers, such as An intelligent tyre based adaptive vehicle stability
controller discuss one of the more recent controls systems related developments based
on tyres. Development of rational tyre models for vehicle dynamics control design and
combined vehicle state/parameter estimation showcases how tyre models can be
developed for vehicle parameter estimation and control systems design. Development
and validation of a FE model of a mining vehicle tyre shows how finite element analysis
can be used to analyse and simulate tyres for mining vehicle simulations. On the fuel
economy front, Tyre/road interaction model for the prediction of road texture influence
on rolling resistance underscores how important tyres are for fuel efficiency studies,
especially in the area of rolling resistance. In addition, one of the more interesting papers
on ride in this special issue is A ride comfort tyre model for off-highway vehicles, in
which the modelling of tyres is combined in a ride application for off-highway
applications. Another of the papers, A new empirical exponential tyre model is one of
the more recent attempts to develop a new advanced empirical tyre model for vehicle
dynamics simulations. Another one of the papers in this issue, Cyclic strain rate in tyres
as power source to augment automobile autonomy, also explores the development of
energy recovery from tyre deformation, which opens up the use of the cyclic strain in
tyres as a source of energy. Finally, the interaction between tyre and road is reviewed and
discussed in Effects of pavement texture on pavement friction: a review.
We hope that the advanced works collected in this issue not only disseminate the
latest progress in the area, encompassing the different areas of tyre-related technology,
but also encourage the research efforts of aspiring researchers to contribute to and
develop advanced tyre related technologies.

